NANOMECHATRONICS

Ed Pegg Jr.
Champaign, Illinois

I like nanomechatronics a lot. Add a single letter to a phrase and come up with an arrangement of a topic or person in the news.

Some examples (answers will be found in Answers and Solutions):

1. East Carolina University + D = ?
2. Spoiled rotten American + D = ?
3. Pandigital number + T = ?
4. Nanomechatronics + J = ?
5. Computer acronyms + I = ?
6. Sharp Electronics + T = ?

LOMOROCK

SOLOMON WOLF GOLOMB
Los Angeles, California

Guess what Sol’s favorite vowel is! He claims this is "very poetic. Translation: It doesn’t make much sense!" Can readers supply the sense?

VOODOO MOODS

Don’t go to Tomorrow’s Door,
Nor look down on London’s poor—
Frodo knows Toronto’s flood—
Otto’s grotto—pools of blood;
Fog rolls on to Sorrow’s Moor.

Solomon Wolf Golomb